
Using the Grow-And-Prune Network to Solve Problems ofLarge DimensionalityB.J. Briedis and T.D. GedeonSchool of Computer Science & EngineeringThe University of New South WalesSydney NSW 2052 AUSTRALIAbbriedis@cse.unsw.edu.autom@cse.unsw.edu.auABSTRACTThis paper investigates a technique for creating sparsely connected feed-forward neural net-works which may be capable of producing networks that have very large input and output layers.The architecture appears to be particularly suited to tasks that involve sparse training data asit is able to take advantage of the sparseness to further reduce training time. Some initial resultsare presented based on tests on the 16 bit compression problem.1. IntroductionFeed-forward neural networks are generally re-stricted to relatively few neurons. Very large net-works take a prohibitively long time to train andcontain so many connections that a huge trainingset is often required in order to obtain good gener-alisation. This restriction on network size preventsthe use of feed-forward neural networks in appli-cations which require large numbers of inputs andoutputs.The training time of a feed-forward network maybe reduced by restricting the number of its inter-connections. One way of ensuring a small num-ber of connections is to have a very small num-ber of hidden units which are fully connected totheir surrounding layers. Unfortunately networksof this sort are severely restricted in the amountof information they may contain. Better use maybe made of the limited number of connections byallowing nodes to instead be sparsely connected (forexample see [8]). A large number of nodes maybe present in a network, with the average fan-inand fan-out of the units being small. If in additionto the network being sparse the training data issparse, it is possible to further decrease trainingtime as not all nodes are necessarily involved in thetraining process for each given pattern. This paperwill henceforth only consider feed-forward neuralnetworks with one hidden layer, although the grow-and-prune (GAP) technique presented here mayalso be applied to networks with multiple hiddenlayers.

2. BackgroundWhile there has been a vast amount of researchinto the construction of neural network architec-tures, most of this work has been concerned withobtaining results for problems of comparativelysmall dimensionality. One approach which has beenadopted to deal with problems of larger dimension-ality is to subdivide the problem into a number ofsubproblems and then to use separate fully con-nected networks to address each one. This divisionmay be done in a number of ways: by input pattern,by input node or by output node (see [11] in theseconference proceedings for more details). In addi-tion hidden units may be grouped in various waysso as to reduce the number of interconnections. Oneinteresting suggestion is to use a fractal structureas a network architecture [9].It is in general not obvious how to best subdividea high dimensional problem. This is a concern asinappropriately dividing of a problem can adverselya�ect the performance of a system. Designing aseries of networks by hand to deal with a high di-mensional problem is an ad hoc process which islikely to be time consuming and problematic. It ispossible to use clustering techniques to help identifygroupings in the data, although this is an addedcomplication. It also should be noted that therewill not always exist a good way of subdividing ahigh dimensional problem. Sparse networks o�eranother method for dealing with high dimensionaldata. Instead of subdividing large problems theyseek to store only the most signi�cant information.Sparse networks are often created by traininga fully connected network and then pruning some



of its connections. This is commonly done eitherto improve network generalisation or to extractrules [3, 6]. There are two problems with thisapproach. Firstly, training a large fully connectednetwork is a lengthy process. Secondly, there is noguarantee that the sparse network that results isclose to having an optimal structure. There hasbeen little research into training networks whichare sparse throughout the course of their train-ing. A classi�cation of networks whose structuresdo adapt during the course of their training is tobe found in a paper by Fiesler [1]. Few of thesenetworks, however, appear to be designed in orderto allow supervised learning to be applied to veryhigh-dimensional problems. One interesting case ofa sparse neural network being applied to a high-dimensional problem is the area of phoneme proba-bility estimation [8]. In this paper the author founda randomly connected network performed betterthan a fully connected with a larger number ofconnections.One technique which is often used to improve net-work performance is to add hidden nodes during thetraining of a neural network. This reduces the likeli-hood of training becoming trapped in local minimaas the error surface is frequently changed. It oftenimproves generalisation and can also reduce train-ing time [2, 10]. The GAP method combines thetechniques of growing and pruning to form sparsenetworks.3. The GAP networkThe GAP network starts with a small number offully connected units which are trained using somereasonable training method (e.g. back-propagationor RPROP [7]). Once training has levelled out, anumber of network connections are removed simul-taneously using a pruning algorithm. The pruningreduces the number of interconnections to a oor(call it n) that stays �xed for the duration of theentire training. During the pruning stage it mayalso be desirable to check for and remove any neu-rons which have had all their inputs and/or all theiroutputs removed, as these neurons do not ful�ll anyuseful function.After pruning, a new neuron which is connectedto all the input and output neurons is added withrandom weights, and training is recommenced. Itis desirable to use a test set to determine when thenetwork structure is to be adjusted and to decidewhen to �nally stop adding hidden nodes.This repetition of pruning connections andadding new fully connected nodes causes a sparsenetwork to develop which can potentially contain avery large number of nodes. Throughout the pro-cess the number of connections remains capped, themaximum number of nodes being equal to n plus

the number of links to one fully connected node.The �nal number of nodes in the network is equalto n.3.1. Using sparseness to limit activationspreadIt is possible to avoid many calculations in sparsenetworks (such as GAP networks) when they aretrained with sparse input patterns. Units that haveonly small fan-ins often fail to be activated whenthere is sparse input. When this occurs there is noneed to perform calculations involving these neu-rons for a given pattern. In RPROP and back prop-agation this bene�t is felt both during the forwardpropagation phase and when errors are propagatedbackwards.Threshold values may be placed on neurons toreduce the frequency of them �ring. If this is notdone, two requirements must be met in order tolimit the spread of activation. Firstly, biases mustbe pruned in the same way as ordinary weights. Ifthis is not done, all the neurons (except those with0 biases) are activated during the forward propa-gation phase. Secondly, neurons must have zeroactivity when the sum of their inputs is zero. Theanti-symmetric sigmoid curve centred on (0,0) andranging between -1 and 1 is one curve that satis-�es this requirement, although others may be used.The formula for this curve is:f(x) = 1� e�x1 + e�x (1)The training time that is saved by limiting acti-vation spread di�ers in accordance to the sparsityof the network and the training set.3.2. Limiting weightsWhile testing the GAP network it became evidentthat it is necessary to limit the growth of the con-nection weights in some way. If this is not done, therecently added connections generally fail to reachthe magnitude of the more established connectionsand are thus often prematurely pruned. One way toreduce this problem is to stop training just as theroot mean square (RMS) is stabilising. Training isstopped when the RMS fails to improve by at leastsome constant k between consecutive epochs. Thisresults in each stage of training being very quick,and gives the weights little time in which to grow.Two other methods for limiting the growth ofweights were also tested. The second method testedinvolved decaying each weight by an amount ofkw2 per epoch. A problem, however, is revealedwith this form of decay when it is represented as atransformation of weights, as below:w0 = w � kw2 � sign(w) (2)



In the equation above w is the original weight andw0 the transformed weight. This transformation isillustrated in Figure 1. As can be seen, it contains
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wFig. 1: Two transformations for limiting weights. The fullline is w0 = w � kw2, and is equivalent to using kw2 decay.k in this case is 0.017. The dotted line is w0 = k(1�e�w=k),which is an exponential method for limiting weights. k hereis 11.a turning point and this implies that given twoweights w1 > w2 > 0, there is no guarantee thatw01 > w02. It thus seems that large weights are over-penalised in some cases.A third approach for limiting the growth ofweights is to transform the weights after each epochaccording to the following function:w0 = k(1� e�jwj=k)� sign(w) (3)This function (also shown in Figure 1) places a limiton the magnitude of the weights yet preserves theordering of the weights.These three methods for limiting the growth ofweights will be referred to respectively as abbrevi-ated training, kw2 decay and exponential limitation.3.3. Speci�c network detailsFor the purposes of testing, the GAP networks usedwere kept as simple as possible for ease of analysisand replication. The pruning algorithm used simplyeliminates the connections whose weights have thesmallest absolute values (this is sometimes referredto as magnitude-based pruning). Several connec-tions were removed at the same time with no train-ing being done between deletions. No neurons wereremoved during training. The RPROP trainingmethod was selected as it generally performs bet-ter than back propagation and it lacks the learningrate parameter [7]. The weights and update values(used in RPROP) were not changed when train-ing was recommenced after an adjustment of thenetwork structure. The activation curve used wasthat shown in Equation 1. No noise was employed,nor was thresholding. Each of the three methodsmentioned above for limiting the growth of weightswas tested. Except for in the abbreviated training

case, training was stopped at each stage of networkgrowth when the RMS had failed to improve by atleast 0.1% over 20 epochs.4. Tests4.1.Measuring successThe GAP network was tested on the 16 bit com-pression problem, which although not a real-worldproblem does allow for an easy visual interpretationof the results. It is also small enough to be runmany times.The 16 bit compression problem has 16 patterns,with each pattern having one input set | a di�erentinput in each pattern. The output is the same as theinput, thus creating an auto-associative network.For a network with one hidden layer, the optimalsparse solution to the problem has 32 weights and16 hidden units, with each input connecting to itscorresponding output via some hidden unit. Eachhidden unit connects one and only one set of match-ing inputs and outputs. It is possible to comparethe real results with this ideal. In order to makethis comparison two numbers are used: the num-ber of input-to-output connections, which measureshow many corresponding input and output nodesare connected, and the imbalance of the networkstructure, which e�ectively measures how well thehidden layer is used. In the optimal solution everyinput and hidden node has one output link andevery hidden and output node has one input link.That is, every fan-in and fan-out in the networkis of size one. The imbalance is the sum of theabsolute di�erences of 1 and each fan-in or fan-out(see Equation 4 and Figure 2).imbalance = 4Xi=1 16Xj=1 j1� fij j (4)
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Fig. 2: Calculating the imbalance measure
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Fig. 3: Example of a trained networkAn example of a trained network is given in Fig-ure 3. The biases have been omitted as all the biasweights were removed by pruning. The number ofconnections in this example is 15, the imbalance 4and the �nal RMS 0.07046. It would only be nec-essary to move one connection to give this networkan ideal structure: the link between hidden neuron14 and output neuron 12 would need to be movedto connect input neuron 15 and hidden neuron 5. Itis interesting to note that there is already a connec-tion between the 5th hidden neuron and 15th outputunit. Clearly the error is less having a connectionto a hidden neuron that is never activated than itwould be to have a connection to a neuron that isactivated by the wrong training patterns.4.2. ResultsThe GAP network was tested using each of thethree weight limitation methods described abovewith several values of k for each. The best val-ues tested for abbreviated training, kw2 decay, andexponential limitation were 0.0125, 0.017 and 0.11respectively. In all cases the performance was fairlysensitive to changes in k. This is not, however,necessarily a problem as the best choice of parame-ter could prove to be relatively independent of thetraining set used, at least for the last two methods.Also tested was a network with 16 fully connectedhidden nodes which was trained, pruned so as tocontain 32 connections, and retrained. The resultsof the the fully connected network and the GAPnetworks (using the best values of k) are given inTable 1.

As can be seen the exponential limitation tech-nique out-performed the other methods in all buttraining time. The abbreviated training methodcaused training to proceed very quickly, althoughthe savings have probably been exaggerated by thesimplicity of the training data. The period of at-tening that was avoided in the case of the abbrevi-ated training technique made up an unusually highproportion of the training time of the other twotechniques. It should be noted that the perfor-mance of the network when using the abbreviatedtraining technique was far better than when theRMS was allowed to stabilise further, assuming thatno other method was used to limit the growth ofweights. In all cases the GAP networks performedbetter than the fully connected network and werequicker to train. It may be that the performanceof fully connected network could be improved bypruning the network more gradually, with trainingbeing done between prunings.Figure 4 shows the average RMS reached beforeeach pruning occurred when using the exponentiallimitation method with k set to 11. The �nalpoint shown was obtained after the �nal prune anda subsequent training session. The �nal networkstructure contained 32 weights whereas while in theprocess of training it had 65.5. ConclusionThe fact that the RMS drops as extra nodes areadded is encouraging as it con�rms that addingextra hidden nodes allows more information to be



Training Input-to-output Final Number of Perfectmethod Best k connections Imbalance RMS multiplications solutionsFully connected,after pruning N/A 5.1 45.12 0.2078 3:781� 107 0%and retrainingGAP: Abbreviatedtraining 0.0125 12.86 27.84 0.1587 5:93� 104 0%GAP: kw2 decay 0.017 15.34 8.52 0.0716 1:26� 106 24%GAP: Exponentiallimitation 11 15.98 1.2 0.0151 1:24� 106 82%Table: 1: The results from four sets of sparse networks. The �rst row was obtained from a network with 16 fully connectedhidden nodes which was trained, pruned to 32 connections and retrained. The remaining three rows show the GAP resultsobtained when using three methods of weight limitation. Except where otherwise indicated, all values are the mean of 50tests.
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r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r rFig. 4: The RMS is shown plotted against the number ofhidden units. The RMS is measured after each period oftraining, but before pruning. The last point (at position 17)is the RMS after the �nal pruning and a subsequent training.stored in the network even though the numberof connections remains constant. The number ofinput-to-output connections and the imbalance �g-ures also indicate the architecture tends to movetowards that of the optimal network. The 16 bitcompression problem is a useful benchmark prob-lem for evaluating GAP architectures, as it is quickto run and the results are easy to interpret.6. Further WorkPruning methods more sophisticated thanmagnitude-based pruning, such as optimal braindamage [5] and Karnin's method [4], might yieldsigni�cant improvements in GAP networks, asthey are subject to continuous heavy pruning.The adoption of a cascade of neurons could alsobe worthwhile [10]. A further possibility is toreintroduce a few deleted connections throughouttraining, perhaps on a random basis.The most important research still to be done isto test the GAP method on a range of large real-world problems. The authors are currently testingthe GAP network in the context of information re-
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